BOMB Meeting
September 13, 2014
Start @ 10AM

Attendance: Cortnie, Theo, Christine, Kawehi, Sky, Ericka
Absent: Cameron, Tim, Matt, Kimo

A. Mid-Term Bash on October 25, 2014
   a. Paying for Entertainment?
   b. Allocate $500- cover for either direction
   c. Pathology to perform?
      i. Their price: $350
   d. Motion carry

B. URH involvement in Ho’olaulea on January 17, 2015
   a. Committee:
      i. Entertainment
         1. Theo: Co-Chair
         2. Kawehi
      ii. Logistics & Volunteers
      iii. Vendors
      iv. Keiki Land
      v. Advertising and Promotion
   b. Change of time: 12pm-8pm…latest is till 8:30pm
      i. Closing early-the only way that everybody will be happy, especially the neighborhood.
         1. Big problem because of the phone calls from last year.
a. Reason: Because it was loud

b. It wasn’t even 10pm

2. UHH wants to be neighborly
   ii. It’s a good thing because it eliminates two pieces of entertainment
      1. Saving $$$

C. Every Friday having a meeting

D. Studio is back up
   a. Light works
   b. It’s playing off of URH laptop not playing off of the automated player (it's acting funky)
   c. Talked to Kyle, it's only playing our promos. Can’t be fixed at this moment
   d. Wide orbit should be here and installed by the end of October.
      i. Can get rid of automated player
      ii. Can start using the Library to play
         iii. Taking care of the logging, keeping track of how many songs being played each month
   e. Everybody should have every song on their ID, if not will have to deal with Angie. Making sure that the new songs gets inputted into the new Library
   f. Kimo’s job starts: Updating DJ’s and their profiles on the website.
   g. Cameron has been going around putting up fliers on everyone’s dorm room
      i. Let Cameron know if there are places that don’t have a flier.
      ii. Right now he can’t print anything
         1. Ink should be here by Wed. if the paperwork came in. Cortnie put the RTP on Monday.

E. New underwriter MONSTER
a. Thanks to Annetta Brian
   i. She hooked us up to MONSTER
   ii. MONSTER should be sending us stuff to give away on everyone’s show within the next couple of weeks.
   iii. She wants to help and her grand-daughter is coming here @ UH-Hilo
      1. She’ll be a part of us once her application goes through

F. Still waiting for applications to process
   a. 10 applicants
   b. It’s piling up and it’s been two weeks
   c. Grandma wasn’t feeling well and now she’s on vacation for a week.
   d. Lisha is taking her position once Grandma comes back.
   e. Every student who is fresh to UHH, who’s never been here, we are going to bring them in.
      i. They should pass
      ii. There’s no code of conduct
      iii. Start getting them to train
      iv. When the paper gets in, we’re ready
      v. Information: Names, number & e-mail on application for Kawehi
   f. Old DJ’s bring them in.
   g. Not suppose to have old applications.
      i. Have to be given back to Campus Center: to be shred or they hold onto it

G. Refrigerator is broken.
   a. Adjust the door

H. Hannah Woo & the Gang PRIDE “Coming out Week” @ Women Center is having their event on October 6-10, 2014 reserved @ 4pm but time is from 5pm-9pm
   a. Only doing one event on October 10, 2014
b. It’s a 6 hour gig (Normally charged $200 for the use of the equipment for 4 hours)

c. Because it’s a RISO we don’t charged that much, but they want to collaborate (doing it for free)
   i. Do it for free? Or Charged?
   ii. Notoriety-Exposure
   iii. DJ spot- set up & break down only our equipment
   iv. Charging Women Center $200?
   v. Charging less than $200
   vi. Their bill roughly around $800
   vii. Going to charged them $100

d. They have a Band and a Drag Show

I. Set of Stipend

J. BOMB
   a. Budget
   b. Paperwork for Battle of the Bands & Multicultural Festival.

Meeting adjourned @ 10:35AM
K.